Log in to Team Run Smart, a free online community of trucking industry professionals who can help you maximize your profitability.

teamrunsmart.com

TEAM UP WITH SUCCESS.

Find out how others are using Team Run Smart to lower their Real Cost of Ownership.

Team Run Smart Pro Jimmy Nevarez’s 2018 new Cascadia®

DRIVE SUCCESS with REAL-WORLD ADVICE from A COMMUNITY of REAL DRIVERS.

Competitive financing available through Daimler Truck Financial. For the Freightliner Trucks dealer nearest you, call 1-800-FTL-HELP. Specifications are subject to change without notice. Copyright © 2017 Daimler Trucks North America LLC. All rights reserved. Freightliner Trucks is a division of Daimler Trucks North America LLC, a Daimler company.
LOG IN to SMARTER TRUCKING.

Team Run Smart is an online community for all drivers who want to maximize their profits.

Learn from the industry’s A-Team.
Our Pros are fellow drivers with decades of success in the business, and our contributors bring relevant insights from their diverse backgrounds.

Access smart, exclusive content.
The Pros and Industry Experts cover everything from fuel-efficient spec’ing to healthy eating to filing taxes.

TRUCK Smart
Lower your Real Cost of Ownership™ with topics including:
• Fuel efficiency
• Negotiating payloads
• Truck and trailer care
• Driving in inclement weather

BUSINESS Smart
Manage your expenses and maximize profit with topics including:
• Insurance coverage
• Budgeting
• Taxes
• Truck financing

LIVE Smart
Live healthfully on the road with topics including:
• FIT System, the first in-cab gym
• FIT Step
• Healthy meals & exercise
• Sleep habits

Team players get perks.
Along with exclusive content, advice and tips, Team Run Smart members gain even more.

Member Exclusives:
• Connect with the Team Run Smart Pros in forums and blogs
• Learn from fellow drivers and other community members
• Score giveaways, coupons and special offers

Join the team now at teamrunsmart.com.